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Everyday Beauty in Human Beings.

“David [Joseph] Marcou has woven a tapestry of the human spirit that transcends cultural, geographic, and ideological boundaries.”
- Emeritus Art Photography Prof. Roger A. Grant in his Introduction for DJM’s “Pictures of Human Life.”

“David J. Marcou’s pictures are authentically patriotic, and his pictures of people, uniquely personal.”
- Emeritus British Journal of Photography Editor Jon Tarrant commenting for “American Eyes.”

“Spirit of America, Vol. 20” is David Joseph Marcou’s 101st book; his books include the 18-vol. “Human Character” series and the SA series. He graduated St. James and Aquinas Schools in La Crosse, UW-Madison (BA-1973), University of Iowa (MA-1978), and UM-Columbia (BJ-1984). He edited the Adams-Friendship weeklies in 1990 and was La Crosse correspondent for the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel 13 years. He also taught adults writing and photography 11 years for Western Technical College. His works have twice been nominated for Pulitzers (including his play “Remembering Davy Crockett”), and twice nominated for POYi awards. Many public repositories house his works, including the Wisconsin Historical Society, and La Crosse Public Library Archives, both including online galleries of his works; various Smithsonian (SI) Archives, British National Portrait Gallery, and National Assembly Library of Korea. His photos have been in many public shows too, including the SI National Museum of American History Archives Center’s “Gift of the Artist” group-show curated by SI Archivist David Haberstich. David Marcou also has an online gallery of 3,600 of his photos on the UK Digital Photographer Website. His son, Matt A. Marcou, an Army Special Ops veteran and now nationally-recognized Engineering student, is married to Jessica Amarnek Marcou, a successful artist and university teacher.
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Captions/Credits “Spirit of America, Vol. 20: Everyday Beauty in Human Beings.”
KEYS: DJM=David Joseph Marcou; LaX=La Crosse, WI; NYC=New York City; DC=Washington, DC.

BW Photos’ Captions-Credits (PPs 8-27):
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Geese flying south forming shapes in sky, LaX, 1-1-16 (DJM).
Matt A. Marcou on his first day of Headstart school, LaX, ca. 1991 (DJM).
Annie Leibovitz’s Pilgrimage Exhibition, SI NPG/AAM, DC, Feb. 2012 (DJM).
Jacqui Marcou with her Nikon 35mm Digital Camera, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
Two young gals playing pinball, Columbus, MO, 1980 (DJM).
David A. and Rose C. Marcou Family (with little Henry Marcou), Dave & Rose’s 65th Valentine Anniversary, Onalaska Care Center, 2-14-15 (Photo by Joy Marcou).
Daughter and son-in-law of Don and LaVonne Zietlow, Vicky and Dan Kunz, holding DJM-directed group book SA2, Pearl St. Books, LaX, Dec. 2008 (DJM). The Zietlow family was then principal sponsor for several of DJM’s books.
Cast/crew of David J. Marcou’s Pulitzer-nominated “Remembering Davy Crockett”, AHS Campbell Theatre, LaX, Apr. 2012 (Photo by Roger A. Grant).
Young Hmong trio outside public library, LaX, ca. 2010 (DJM).
PBS NewsHour’s Jim Lehrer on-set, the most visible Marine in America 30 years, Arlington, VA, 4-7-11 (DJM, a fellow Mizzou alum).
Dale Barclay checking in as invited guest, Becker Plaza party meal, ca. 2013 (DJM).
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Ruby Tuesday Coffeeshop owner Ms. Cheong and friend Ms. Kim*, South Korean Folk Village, Minsokchun, Summer 1986 (DJM).
Ms. Ahn Hee-Young, Korean-language tutor of photographer, LaX, ca. 1995 (DJM).
Closeup of Jinny Kwak, a friend of mine in South Korea whom one romantic partner of hers later called a North Korean spy, 1986 (DJM).
WHS Archivists Jon Nelson and Helmut Knie*, visiting me for collection of creative materials, LaX, ca. 2004 (DJM).
AFP’s Mr. Park interviewing Blessed Mother Teresa with small tape recorder, MC Convent, Anyang, South Korea, Jan. 1985 (DJM). 
Badgers QB Joel Stave scores 1st TD of 1st game of Coach Gary Andersen’s UW tenure, Madison, Sept. 2013 (DJM, Photog & UW ’73).
Suk-Hee at Bi-Won Palace, Seoul, Korea, 1986 (DJM).
Racccar phenom, Wis.-born Danica Patrick, looking into my camera by a flag, Nat. Press Club, DC, 2-21-12 (DJM).
“Eye on the Prize” author Juan Williams holding DJM-edited SA2, a gift from DJM, JW’s then-NPR office, DC, April 2010 (DJM).
The La Crosse gals, emulating Bert Hardy’s famed Gorbals street urchins photo, Jay St., ca. 2013 (DJM).
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan Patros, DMI Product/Model Display Event, Cargill Room, LaX, 4-10-14 (DJM, 1 of 2 official event photographers).
Grammy-winner Bill Miller, male friend, and friend’s partner, Artspire1, LaX, 2013 (DJM, main Pump House photog for Artspire1).
Michelle Little and her daughter Kimmeata, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
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The Muskat siblings, including my mom, Rose at Left, Ed and Zita Pretasky’s 50th Wedding Anniversary, LaX, 2005 (DJM).
NYT best-selling author Danielle Trussoni entering LaX Central HS Library for signing event at her HS alma mater, 2010 (DJM).
Holocaust survivor, multi-medal-winning author Gerda Klein with Viterbo’s Darryle Clott and Gerda’s granddaughter, VU, 2011 (DJM).
Bp. Jerome Listecki enters for his Installation as Bishop of La Crosse Diocese, LaX Cathedral, ca. 2005 (DJM).
Presidential Candidate John McCain greeting electorate individually, LaX Center, 10-10-08 (DJM).
Presidential Candidate Mike Huckabee photographed by his wife as I photograph them, LaX Catz, 2-14-08 (DJM).
Presidential Candidate Rick Santorum at salad bar as media covers him, South Lanes, LaX, March 2012 (DJM).
LaX Central HS students hamming it up for portrait, Aquinas Schools, LaX, ca. 2008 (DJM).
Christa and Paul Modderman leaving altar after their wedding, UM-Minn. Alumni Center, 7-1-06 (DJM).
Female entrepreneur, Main St., LaX (DJM).
Young woman reading in SI NMAH, DC, ca. 2010 (DJM).
First director for my best Irish play, Colleen Hogan, LaX, Summer 2008 (DJM).
Thomas S. Jefferson, a neighbor, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
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Mark Smith, a former adult writing student of mine, Becker Plaza, ca. 2014 (DJM).
Michelle Obama with female fan, UW-L, 2-18-08 (DJM).
Two Hmong ladies waiting to see VP Joe Biden, UW-L, Oct. 2012 (DJM).
Two Russian-style-dressed ladies, LaX Cathedral, Dec. 2010 (DJM).
Young man and young woman waiting to use respective restrooms, LaX Cathedral, Dec. 2010 (DJM).
GMA co-host Joan Lunden stopping on GMA bus tour, LaX, 1991 (DJM).
Fawn King® and Richard Dungar with two college interns on-duty, Becker Plaza, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
Mom and Dad with one of their sons, Tom, and Tom’s wife, Joy, Marcou, Onalaska, WI, 2014 (DJM).
Ronald Malzer, Ph.D., Mayo, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
LaX Central HS band member marching, LaX, Memorial Day Parade, ca. 2015 (DJM).
Mom, daughter, and granddaughter, Riverside Park, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
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Robin, King St. Kitchen hostess, and Jim Hobart, Ph.D., LaX, 2015 (DJM).
Wisconsin-natives Mike and Mike, partners visiting from NYC, LaX, 2013-14 (DJM).
Models and Mates, DMI Event, Cargill Room, LaX, 4-10-14 (DJM).
I believe her name is Liz, and that she works at the People’s Food Co-op, LaX, ca. 2015 (DJM).
Young couple in winter, LaX, 2014 (DJM).
Matt Krueger and Michelle Jerome, DMI Event, Cargill Room, LaX, 4-10-14 (DJM).
Gary, one of Clio Murphy’s kitchen aides, Becker Plaza, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
Signature and inscription for DJM from Eva Schloss (Anne Frank’s step-sister) in one of her books, LaX, March 2015 (DJM).
Wendy Mattison, near Ho-Chunk HQ, Main St., LaX, 2014-15 (DJM).
Young couple wearing Packers jerseys as they study, WTC, ca. 2014 (DJM).
Beth, near Pearl St. Books, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
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Berta, Mileage Station clerk, LaX, 2014-15 (DJM).
Cindy and Jeanne, lifelong friends of each other, Becker Plaza, ca. 2015 (DJM).
Roger Chase helping Phyllis with her groceries, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
Roger Wang holding door for Phyllis, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
Nick and Kellie Marcou, LaX, Christmas time 2014 (DJM).
Ashley and Isabella®, LaX, ca. 2015 (DJM).
Most of our monthly lunch group and café owner Cher, (L-R): David J. Marcou, Mark Felker, Cher, John Medinger, Roger A. Grant, Golden Egg Roll Café, LaX, 2015 (Photo by one of Cher’s daughters).
Wake for David A. Marcou Jr., my dad, Blaschke-Schumacher Funeral Home, LaX, 3-12-15 (DJM).
Katie and Mary Kate Temp® by Marcou family photo tree they designed, David A. Marcou Jr. wake, St. James Ch., LaX, 3-13-15 (DJM).
Anne Frank’s step-sister, holocaust survivor Eva Schloss, with Marv and Darryle Clott and Prof. Rick Kyte, Viterbo U., 2015 (DJM).
Young couple selling goods at yard sale, LaX, ca. 2015 (DJM).
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Young woman riding bike, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
WXOW-ABC-TV reporter Caroline Hecker, a fellow Mizzou grad of DJM’s, President Obama UW-L event, 7-2-15 (DJM).
WKBT-CBS-TV reporter Jennifer Livingston® interviewing UW-L Chancellor Joe and Mrs. Gow, President Obama event, 7-2-15 (DJM).
Woman wearing Obama t-shirt, UW-L President Obama event, 7-2-15 (DJM).
Couple posing at President Obama UW-L event, 7-2-15 (DJM).
Samantha, a Logan HS student, Mayo Clinic, LaX, Dec. 2015 (DJM)
Nicole, a college student and prospective teacher, LaX, Dec. 2015 (DJM)
Woman at President Obama UW-L event, 7-2-15 (DJM).
La Crosse TV reporters in press section, President Obama UW-L event, 7-2-15 (DJM).
Dark-haired young woman approaching photographer, President Obama UW-L event, 7-2-15 (DJM).
Couple visiting LaX from Kentucky, Riverside Park, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
Three young ladies jogging, Riverside Park, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
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Tina, a People’s Food Co-op employee, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
Woman carrying sunglasses, Main St., LaX, 2015 (DJM).
Family of beauties, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
Tam, a Vietnamese UW-L student, Riverside Park, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
Two young ladies at Riverside Park, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
King St. Kitchen waitress on-break, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
Lunch group (L-R): Joe Kotnour, John Medinger, Mark Felker, Roger Grant, and Dave Marcou, Breakfast Club, LaX, 2015 (by Kelsey).
Jules coffeeshop employee, LaX, 2015 (DJM).
The Presidential Bush Twins rally for their dad, LaX, 2004 (DJM).
Grammy-winner Bill Miller with co-composers Josh Yudkin and Kristin Wilkinson, plus LSO Conductor Amy Mills®, world debut of their “Last Stand Symphony”, Viterbo U., 4-24-08 (DJM, SMNAI).
Attorney Marv Davis with legal-office assistant, LaX, ca. 2008 (DJM).
Young woman in Chicago Amtrak Station, ca. 2010 (DJM).
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Palestinian-American woman sitting on bench, Capitol Mall, DC, ca. 2010 (DJM).
Couple eating ramyen, Japan Fest, DC, April 2010 (DJM).
Parishioners gather to chat after Mass, Blessed Sacrament Church, Alexandria, VA, ca. 2010 (DJM).

Korean-American waitress flashes victory sign, VA, ca. 2010 (DJM).

Lady about to board DC to NYC train, Union Station, DC, ca. 2010 (DJM).

Maggie, a young lady I met on King St., LaX, ca. 2013 (DJM).

Chinese-American couples, Hong Kong Café, Madison, 9-12-15 (DJM).

Ignacio Peterson showing me his picture-page in one of my photo books, LaX, 2015 (DJM).

Young couple visiting Pearl St. Books from NYC, 2014 (DJM).

Kristen Barberisi, a WXOW-ABC-TV reporter, interviewing Julian Bradley, then LaX Co. Rep. Chair, LaX, 2012 (DJM).

Man and woman, Wells Fargo employees, LaX, 2015 (DJM).

Sarah and Beth*, LaX, 2015 (DJM).

Two young ladies on Pearl St., LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
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Two rollerblading friends, Riverside Park, 2015 (DJM).


Two female friends, Oktoberfest, ca. 2014 (DJM).

Strangers to each other posing for photo, Pearl St. Books, LaX, 2014 (DJM).

Kellie and her daughter, LaX, Christmas 2015 (DJM).

Jessica, a student, LaX, 2015 (DJM).


Ron and Tara, Becker Plaza, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).


Stephanie Moran holds door for a mom and two little ones, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).

Leann Shore, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).

Lady with model-like walk, Cass St., LaX, ca. 2013 (DJM).

Two teen couples posing along 7th St., LaX, ca. 2013 (DJM).

Young woman waiting at stoplight on bike, 7th & Cass Sts., LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).

Waitress at Becker Plaza, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).


LaX Co. Circuit Court Judge Ramona Gonzales presiding, LaX, ca. 1999 (DJM).
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The Yi family in Vienna, VA, April 2000 (DJM).

Filipina woman sitting, Manila, The Philippines, Summer 1986 (DJM).

Young mom with her little ones, LaX, ca. 2008 (DJM).

Steve Kiedrowski and Julie Klein, world debut of “One Lucky Day”, which Steve acted in, Rivoli Theatre, LaX, ca. 2003 (DJM).

Elie Wiesel with Mr. and Mrs. Marv Clott, their son Hans, Viterbo U. President Rick Artman, and Ethics Chair/Prof. Rick Kyte, LaX, Sept. 2006 (DJM, official VU photographer for Elie Wiesel VU presentations that day and night).

Lt. Dan Marcou on his retirement day from LaXPD, Nov. 2006 (DJM). In 2005, Dan was a Wis. SWAT Officer of the Year.

(L-R) Mr. and Mrs. Gary Klein and Elie Wiesel, Viterbo U., LaX, Sept. 2006 (DJM).


Mrs. Lee, Viterbo U. President's administrative assistant, VU, Sept. 2006 (DJM).

Ms. Oh, a coffeeshop waitress and friend, Seoul, 1984 (DJM).

Little girl on Seoul street corner, 1-1-87 (DJM).

Ms. Kim Young-Im, a photo-artist and friend, Seoul, 1984 (DJM).

Our Savior's Lutheran Community Meal volunteers, LaX, ca. 2007 (DJM).
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Young lady in straw bonnet, Merle Haggard concert, LaX, 2013 (DJM).

Bart and Cherry Starr, NFL/Packers super-heroes, LaX, March 2014 (DJM).

Merle Haggard concert usherette, LaX, 2013 (DJM).

Gals and guys, Merle Haggard concert, LaX, 2013 (DJM).

Mom, sister, and tyke, Merle Haggard concert, LaX, 2013 (DJM).

Dr. Kevin Cook, his son's fiancé, and his brother Rev. Robert Cook, St. Patrick’s parade route, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).

Kitchen employees, sports banquet, LaX Center, ca. 2009 (DJM).

Dick Mial’s wife, author Sue Hessel, and Holocaust survivor/author John Regnier, Viterbo U., ca. 2014 (DJM).
Prof. Dorothy Lenard, a Marcou family friend, Viterbo U., LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
Marv Clott, driver for Holocaust survivor/featured speaker Cipora Katz, Viterbo U., LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
Female volunteer for Jesse Jackson UW-L appearance, ca. 2010 (DJM).
Terry and Sue Erickson with friend*, sports banquet, LaX Center, ca. 2009 (DJM).
Mediterranean-looking woman walking in DC, ca. 2012 (DJM).

Youth women with beers along Oktoberfest parade route, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
Multi-media artist Ladie K., on Amtrak train from DC to Chicago, ca. 2012 (DJM).
Young woman signing guestbook for my nephew Nate Marcou's wedding to Dr. Cherisse Marcou, Rochester, MN, 2012 (DJM).
Woman emerging from DC Metro Underground, 2011 (DJM).
Young women with beers along Oktoberfest parade route, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
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Youth women with beers along Oktoberfest parade route, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
Multi-media artist Ladie K., on Amtrak train from DC to Chicago, ca. 2012 (DJM).
Young woman signing guestbook for my nephew Nate Marcou's wedding to Dr. Cherisse Marcou, Rochester, MN, 2012 (DJM).
Woman emerging from DC Metro Underground, 2011 (DJM).

Youth women with beers along Oktoberfest parade route, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
Multi-media artist Ladie K., on Amtrak train from DC to Chicago, ca. 2012 (DJM).
Young woman signing guestbook for my nephew Nate Marcou's wedding to Dr. Cherisse Marcou, Rochester, MN, 2012 (DJM).
Woman emerging from DC Metro Underground, 2011 (DJM).
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Youth women with beers along Oktoberfest parade route, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
Multi-media artist Ladie K., on Amtrak train from DC to Chicago, ca. 2012 (DJM).
Young woman signing guestbook for my nephew Nate Marcou's wedding to Dr. Cherisse Marcou, Rochester, MN, 2012 (DJM).
Woman emerging from DC Metro Underground, 2011 (DJM).

Youth women with beers along Oktoberfest parade route, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).
Multi-media artist Ladie K., on Amtrak train from DC to Chicago, ca. 2012 (DJM).
Young woman signing guestbook for my nephew Nate Marcou's wedding to Dr. Cherisse Marcou, Rochester, MN, 2012 (DJM).
Woman emerging from DC Metro Underground, 2011 (DJM).
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Various people walking by Ground Zero, NYC, 4-9-11 (DJM).
Joy Marcou walking past couple at Ground Zero, NYC, 4-9-11 (DJM).
Chinese-looking couple walking by Ground Zero, NYC, 4-9-11 (DJM).
Woman breezing by with hair flying, Ground Zero, NYC, 4-9-11 (DJM).
Tall woman texting by sidewalk marker about Maj. Gen. William Dean, Korean War hero, NYC, 4-9-11 (DJM).
Young woman with camera in financial district, NYC, 4-9-11 (DJM).
Cler Lo, Japan Fest, DC, April 2010 (DJM).
Night group sizing things up at Lincoln Memorial, DC, ca. 2010 (DJM).
M&M Store traffic, NYC, 4-9-11 (DJM).
Wedding Party, Times Square, NYC, 4-9-11 (DJM).
Two young women in Times Square, NYC, 4-9-11 (DJM).
Foursome posing along Capitol Mall, DC, ca. 2011 (DJM).
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Adria, a young woman from Galesville, Riverside Park, LaX, ca. 2010 (DJM).
Family posing along Memorial Day Parade Route, LaX, ca. 2009 (DJM).
Sandra Perpich, a lead-actor in staged reading of my best Irish play, with her good friend Public Library Director Kelly Krieg-Sigman, AHS, 8-22-08 (DJM, photographer & playwright/director).
Dave and Cara Clements, AHS’68 reunion, Waterfront Restaurant, LaX, 2008 (DJM, Photographer & Fellow AHS’68 Classmate).
Mother and her young daughter, Oktoberfest parade route, ca. 2007 (DJM).
LaX Public Library Archives staff led by Anita Doering (2L) with State Archivist presenting them with top award, LPL, ca. 2010 (DJM).
LaX Tribune reporter KJ Lang interviewing Holocaust Survivor Manya Friedman, Viterbo U., LaX, March 27, 2009 (DJM).
WXOW-ABC-TV reporter Julie Salamone interviewing young women at Barack Obama rally, LaX, 10-1-08 (DJM).
Childhood friend of mine Bob Petry, and his wife, Mrs. Petry, LaX, ca. 2003 (DJM).
Young woman reading Sarah Palin book while waiting to be admitted to John McCain rally, LaX Center, 10-10-08 (DJM).
Young woman at John McCain rally, LaX Center, 10-10-08 (DJM).
Two friends at Neighborhood Community Church block party, LaX, ca. 2010 (DJM).
John and Dee Medinger at Dennis and Polly Marcou's wedding reception, LaX, ca. 2013 (DJM).

Soledad O'Brien, nationally known author, civil rights activist, and TV journalist, UW-L featured speaker, ca. 2013 (DJM).

Mom and little ones at Thanksgiving Mass for LaX Diocese-born Ray Burke's designation as Cardinal, LaX Cathedral, Dec. 2010 (DJM).

Kelsey on cell-phone along Cass St., LaX, 11-10-09 (DJM).

Massage student, Chicago Amtrak Station, ca. 2011 (DJM).

Mother and child, Woodman's Onalaska, WI, 12-16-09 (DJM).

Two young ladies with nice hair, Oktoberfest, LaX, ca. 2007 (DJM).

South Korean playwright and cancer-survivor Ms. Oh Hye-Yong, at home in Suwon, Korea, Jan. 1985 (DJM).

Mary Kate Temp, daughter Katie Temp, and son Paul Frederick, LaX, ca. 2012 (DJM).

Aquinas Schools and UW-Madison basketball star Bronson Koenig, AHS, Spring 2012 (DJM).

Two young ladies with nice hair, Oktoberfest, LaX, ca. 2007 (DJM).

Mary Kate Temp, daughter Katie Temp, and son Paul Frederick, LaX, ca. 2012 (DJM).

Aquinas Schools and UW-Madison basketball star Bronson Koenig, AHS, Spring 2012 (DJM).

Mother and child, Woodman's Onalaska, WI, 12-16-09 (DJM).

Young couple on Main St., LaX, ca. 2012 (DJM).

Young woman riding bike, LaX, ca. 2013 (DJM).

A woman I believe is known as "Peaches", LaX, ca. 2012 (DJM).


Sparks gal at UW-Madison pre-game party, Madison, 9-6-08 (DJM).

President GW Bush schmoozes with female fan, Copeland Field, LaX, May 2004 (DJM).

(L-R) Eva, Matt A. Marcou, and 1st Grade Teacher Deb Hayes, Cathedral School, LaX, ca. 1994 (DJM).

Quinn III, LaX, 10-7-09 (DJM).

Rosie's Cafe staff in one of my son's favorite childhood eateries, LaX, 2008 (DJM).

Sarah, a tall young woman, LPL parking lot, ca. 2010 (DJM).

Robyn Skifton with girlfriends, HS graduation party, LaX, ca. 2002 (DJM).


Young woman accompanied by her mom, LaX Cathedral, Dec. 2010 (DJM).

David A. Marcou Jr. holds his newest great-grandchild, Henry Marcou, at DAM and wife Rose's 65th Valentine Anniversary Party, Onalaska Care Center, 2-14-15 (DJM).
The singer Tammy with Larry Krause, a veteran with flag, LaX, 2015 (DJM).


Charlie Freiberg with his sister Phyllis and Phyllis’s youngest daughter, Sara, UW-Madison FB game, ca. 2008 (DJM).

UW AD Barry Alvarez, WXOW-TV news director Sean Dwyer and Mrs. Dwyer, Sloopy’s Alma Mater, LaX, 2007 (DJM, Photog, UW’73).

Tom and Joy Marcou, new owners of the historic Marcou homestead, LaX, ca. 2015 (DJM).

First openly lesbian US Senator, Tammy Baldwin, of Wis., UW-L President Obama event, 7-2-15 (DJM).

Family of four after UW-Madison FB game, Paul Chryst’s first home UW game as head coach (a big win), 9-12-15 (DJM).

My cousin Anna at our Aunt Zita’s wake, LaX, ca. 2014 (DJM).

A mom with young daughter, Main St., LaX, ca. 2013 (DJM).

Hmong flower-vendor at LaX Farmer’s Market, ca. 2012 (DJM, WHS).

Stephen Marcou viewing son Sebastian’s opening of present, LaX, ca. 2007 (DJM).

Young couple posing along banks of Mississippi River, LaX, ca. 2012 (DJM).

My dad, David A. Marcou Jr., donates to Salvation Army Red Kettle Campaign as Volunteer looks on, LaX, Christmastime, N.D. (DJM).
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American Red Cross president Elizabeth Dole shaking hands with female soldier, LaX, ca. 1995 (DJM).


Lady with kindle sitting in profile, DC Metro Train, ca. 2010 (DJM).

Turkish Viterbo U. student working as LSO crew, Viterbo U., LaX, 4-24-08 (DJM).

Woman sitting near the center of the Golden Triangle bus, DC, 2011 (DJM).

Central HS cheerleaders marching in Memorial Day Parade, LaX, ca. 2008 (DJM).

US Cong. Ron Kind (D-Wis.) standing by his House Office nameplate and flag, DC, 4-7-11 (DJM, WHS).

Two lady re-enactors sitting by Star-Spangled Banner Display, SI NMAH, DC, ca. 2010 (DJM).

Young woman sleeping on DC Metro Train, DC, 2010-12 (DJM).

Scene inside Nat. Gallery of Art, DC, 2010-11 (DJM).

Couple in profile including American--themed shirt, LaX, ca. 2003 (DJM).

Motion study – young woman returning from Holy Communion, Mary of the Angels Chapel, LaX, ca. 2009 (DJM).

Two of the actors in staged reading of my best Irish play, Carrie Peters and Josh Blumenfeld, AHS, ca. 2008 (DJM).
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Jacqui, a Badger fan wearing Badgers gear, including temporary facial tattoo, Madison, ca. 2008 (DJM).

John Satory, LaX jewelry store owner and artist, in his long white beard partly in profile, DMI Event, LaX, 4-10-14 (DJM).

Noel St. Johns’ photo including Danica Patrick with David J. Marcou at FarR with camera, Nat. Press Club, DC, 2-21-12 (photo by NSJ).

Obama’s Army and their Commander-in-Chief, LaX, 10-1-08 (DJM, SI NMAHAC, WHS, LPLA, NYTimes).


Pittsburgh window display as red-haired man walks by, 1994 (DJM).

President GHW Bush at LaX Airport, Nov. 1, 1992 (DJM).


Bob, a Battle of the Bulge veteran, with his wife, neighbors of Diane and Rocky Skifton, LaX, ca. 2003 (DJM).

SA1 brain trust Charlie and Chris Freiberg, David A. and Rose Marcou, Mayor John Medinger, and (Project-Director and Series Editor) David J. Marcou (BL) with manuscript-typist/DJM-son Matt A. Marcou, Pearl St. bookstore, LaX, ca. Nov. 2001 (Photo by Louise Randall-Winger).
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My son, Matt. sitting on Packers’ Golden Boy Paul Hornung’s lap, LaX Center, 11-25-95, my 45th birthday (DJM).

Bernard Jackson, a neighbor of mine, LaX, Dec. 2015 (DJM).


My mom kissing my dad in his casket for the ages, St. James Church Wake, LaX, 3-13-15 (DJM).

Hmong flower-vendor at LaX Farmer’s Market, ca. 2012 (DJM, WHS).

Stephen Marcou viewing son Sebastian’s opening of present, LaX, ca. 2007 (DJM).

Young couple posing along banks of Mississippi River, LaX, ca. 2012 (DJM).

My son, Matthew, wearing red and white and looking in my direction, Logan HS Graduation, 2006 (DJM).

Geese flying south forming shapes in sky, LaX, 1-1-16 (DJM).
American Eyes
Main photo
Union Station, arched row, (DC), 2010;
Inset photos (Left to right)
Legends of the Human Spirit, Smithsonian, (DC), ca. 2006 (Matthew A. Marcou);
Twins Harps, Lake Onalaska Gazebo, 2010, (Lorie Oldenburg)
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American Eyes
Main photo
Union Station, arched row, (DC), 2010;
Inset photos (Left to right)
Legends of the Human Spirit, Smithsonian, (DC), ca. 2006
(Matthew A. Marcou);
Twin Harps, Lake Onalaska Gazebo, 2010, (Lorie Oldenburg)
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American Eyes

Main photo
Union Station, arched row, (DC), 2010;
Inset photos (Left to right)
Legends of the Human Spirit, Smithsonian, (DC), ca. 2006
(Matthew A. Marcou);
Twin Harps, Lake Onalaska Gazebo, 2010, (Lorie Oldenburg)
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